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“Expert Answers” 
 CONTEST TERMS SHEET 

The “Expert Answers” contest, hereinafter referred to as the “Contest”, is offered by 
BITDEFENDER SRL, with the registered office having the address 15A Orhideelor St. 

Orhideea Towers, district 6 Bucharest, 060071, Romania, registered in Bucharest town, 
under registration number J40/20427/06.12.2005 , legally represented by Florin Talpes, as 
President, hereinafter referred to as the “Bitdefender” 

A.1. CONTEST PERIOD 

The period when the Contest will take place (“Contest Period”) is between May, 26th 2020 

15:00  (GMT +2) and June, 25th  2020 15:00 (GMT +2). 
 

A.2. Territory: Residents  of  the following  jurisdictions  are NOT eligible  to  enter the  
Contest:  Quebec,  Australia,  Cuba,  Iran, Syria,   North   Korea,   Brazil,   Myanmar   
(formerly   Burma)   and   Sudan,   and   any   other jurisdictions where the Contestis 
prohibited or restricted by applicable law.  

A.3. ENTRY. For the registration in the Contest, the participants must follow the next steps: 

Answer questions asked by other users to the best of your ability. If said answers are tagged 
as 'accepted answer' by Bitdefender Staff, the user is entered in the competition. 

The landing page is: community.bitdefender.com 

A.4. CONTEST MECHANISM 

Answer questions asked by other users to the best of your ability. If said answers are tagged 
as 'accepted answer' by Bitdefender Staff, the user is entered in the competition. 

The top 5 users with the most 'accepted answer' tags will be considered the winners  

A.5. PRIZE INFORMATION 

each winner will receive a $100.00 Amazon gift card. 

A.6. WINNER SELECTION 

The winners of the contest prizes will be selected at the end of the Contest Period, as follows: 

the top 5 users with the most 'accepted answer' tags will be considered the winners  

The drawing will held on May, 26th  2020 at 14:00 (GMT +2). 

The present Contest Terms Sheet is governed by the provisions of the Contest General Terms 
and Conditions which is available, free of charge, to any applicant (and/or participant) on the 
Contest’s web site https://www.bitdefender.com/site/view/contest-general-terms-and-
conditions.html. 

If the Contest is terminated due to tampering or technical difficulties prior to its expiration 
date, notice will be posted on Bitdefender’s Contest lading page. 
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